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The subject ofspline functions ha deveioped extremely rapidly during 
the last ten to fifteen y ars and, perhaps, the major eason for this is the dual 
nature of the sphne. Onthe one hand, it has been historically haracterized 
as a real-valued f nction with global smoothness properties pieced together 
locally by null solutions f certain di~erential operators. On the other hand, 
it can frequently be characterized as thesolution of a mi~~nlization ~rob~e~~ 
subject to certain linear constraints. The approach taken in this paper is the 
variationa approach and the functional B(u, II) which is minimized isthe 
bilinear fo m associated with an arbitrary self-adjo~nt operator .A which is 
permitted o be singular, p ovided the Ieading soefficient has anintegrable 
reciprocal and vanishes only at the ndpoints, 
This paper then unities and extends certain concepts in Lucas /9] where 
no~s~ngular self-adjoint operators a econsidered~ in Ciarlet, Natterer and 
Varga [2] where Hermite sphnes a sociated withsingular self-adjoint operators 
are considered, an  in Dailey [3] which is an extension of [Z]. Moreover, it
contains as pecial cases most of the notions ofsptine functions ~~ev~o~s~~ 
defined bymeans of nonnegative bilinear forms B(u, a), associated with 
certain nonsingular self-adjoint ordinary differential operators, with linear 
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equality constraints (cf.[7,8]>. In particular, it is shown in this paper that 
a spline function may be obtained whenever B(zE, u)is nonnegative o r 
a suitable function space for the broad class ofsingular self-adjoint operators 
considered h re. 
The paper is divided into three sections, the first ofwhich treats the general 
problem of existence. Hereit is shown that asolution of the minimization 
problem need not exist (Theorem 2)in all cases. A sufficient co dition f r
existence in terms of the eigenf~ctions of anoperator which is a natural 
translate of /1 is given in Theorem 1and from this follows the existence 
result inthe case when B(u, U) is nonnegative. Th orem 3concludes this 
section byshowing that existence of the spline always holds if, included 
among the linear equality constraints, are sufficiently many-point evaluations, 
or derivative evaluations. Thus, Theorem 3provides a practical existence 
criterion to supplement theabstract criterion of Theorem I. 
Section 2 of the paper provides an analytical ch racterization of the spline, 
illustrating the previously mentioned duality, in the case where the linear 
equality constraints are o-called extended Hermite-Birkhoff functionals. 
The principal result isdescribed in Theorem 4which extends corresponding 
concepts in 171. 
Section 3 of the paper deals with error estimates, or, more precisely, the 
order of approximation of the splines to smooth functions whose higher 
order derivatives ar  square integrable with respect to aweight determined 
by the leading coefficient of fl.These results reduce, in the nonsingular case, 
to those of [8] and comprise the content ofTheorems 5-8. These convergence 
results arespecially useful inthe use of Galerkin subspaces to approximate 
solutions f two-point boundary value problems. 
1. EXISTENCE 
Let rl be the formally serf-adjoint Z&h order di~erential operator 
A z i (-l>j Dj[Qj(X) D], n 
j=O 
D-p (1.1) 
where we assume that 
(i) a,(x) > 0 for all x’ E(a, b), 
(ii) l/a, ELl[a, b], (1.2) 
(iii) Uj ECj[a, b], O<j<n, a, e Cn(a, b). 
Let N denote the linear space of alf real-valued f nctions f, defined on
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[a, b], such that Da-l- is absolutely contj~~~us, and %G& PEE k”[n, Bj. 
Define the bilinear fo m B(z4, v) as follows: 
@j(X) D’Z4j.X) D’C(X) dX-, for all 2, r: EH. (1.3) 
It follows easily that B(u, v) is defined for all U, t’ EH, and moreover, that 
there exists a constant C’, possibly negative, such that 
where j! ./In-l,g is the usual Sobolev YI- 1,2 norm, defined from 
We now show that here exist positive constants LX and C such that 
From the identity 
it follows from the Schwarz inequality and (1.2ii) that 
From Sobolev’s inequality [l, p. 321. there exists a positive constant y such 
that 
A--8 
y II 24 11’ n-l,r > c wuc41”. 
j=O 
The result of(1.6) then follows from (1 A) and the above two ~i~equa~~t~es. 
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We will now show that he following equality is satisfied. 
B(u, 21) + c II ullfo,2 > o! [j: a,(x)Pu(x)l” dx + 1:; [D’u(a)]‘], (1.7) 
for all uE H, for all 0< j,, < YI - 1, where CL and C = Cj, are positive 
constants. Indeed, (1.7) for j,, = 0 (which implies (1.7) for j,, > 0) follows 
from (1.6) and [12, Theorem l] the inequality, valid for 0 < E < 1, and 
0 ,c,j < n: 
for some positive constant y. Since the constant C of (1.7) may be expected 
to decrease with increasing j,, , we retain the flexibility of (possibly) choosing 
j, > 0 in what follows. 
We now define aninner product onthe space H as follows. 
C”, v>D EZ B(u~ u> + C(Uv u)j,,2 > (1.8) 
with j, and C as in (1.7). To show that H is a Hilbert space under (e, .)D ,
we first how that here exist positive constants Kj ,0 < j < n - 1, such that 
II uII; > Kj II Dju ll:m , o<j<n-1, for all 24 EH. (1.9) 
From (1.7) itis clear that 
I! 24 11; 2 01 j: 
n-1 
a,(x)[D"z1(x)]2 dx + a c [o'u(a)]' for all UEH. (1.10) 
j=O 
Since D”-If is ab olutely continuous, 
t D”-y-(r) = i Dj(x) dx + P-If(a), and therefore a 
1 P-‘f(t)’ d 2 [ [ ,I D”f(x) dx]’ + [P-Y(a)l’]. 
However, 
. v”/a,(x> Dy(x)( dx]’ 
a,(x)[D”f(x)l” dx 
s Kjt a,(x)[P’f(x)]” dx, 
a 
1 A version of this inequality hasbeen obtained independently by M. Silverstein 
(unpublished). 
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where we have used Cauchy-Schwan and (X .2~)-(~.2~i). Thus, from (1.10) 
Since this holds for all tE [a, b], we have proven (1.9) for j= M - I. The 
inequalities for 0< j < 71 - 2 follow similarly, From(1.9j and (1.10) itis 
dear that H is aHilbert space under Jj *\lD , since onvergence in /I*\iG implies 
15” convergence in all derivatives to order n-.- 1, and co~v~rge~~e of the 
n-th derivative in the weighted P-norm. Finally, from (1.9), it hen fofiows 
tbat here exist positive constants K,‘, 0 < j f 12 - 1, such that 
Let M = (~~)~L-)4.1 be any setof bounded linear functionals, iinearly indepcn- 
dent and continuous ver H, and f~ E’” an r?z-vector of real numbers. We
then make the following definition. 
DEF~MTION 1. s E W is called a A-spline, interpolating i; w threspect $0 
1% = (~j]~z~ , ifs olves the following minim~~t~on robIem: 
where 
We remark that, asa consequence of (f.9), point evaluatjons of a f~nct~~~ 
and its derivatives up toorder IZ - 1 are continuous linear functionals over
the space H. We shall be initially concerned with proving the existence of 
A-sphnes. In order to do so in the most genera2 manner, we shall require 
some technical rest&s. 
By definition, he space His contained in FV*“[a, b]for each 0< j < lr -1 
We now show that he injection of H into PV[a, b] is compact for each 
0 < j < 72 - 1. Suppose (M&~,~ is a sequence inH such that ]I u,, ljD < c 
for all FE > I. We must show there is a subsequence (u~$=~ convergent i  
PVj,2[a, b]. From (1.9), there exists a constant c’ such that {II .!YzL, IlLa> < c’, 
for all m > 1, 0 <j < IZ - 1. Thus, the sequence (P--~zL~]~=~ is uniformly 
bounded. 
20 
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which, from (1. IO), becomes 
Since l/a, ELl[a, b], it follows that Jz[l/a,(t)] dt is less than E whenever 
( x - y \ < (S(E, n,), and hence the family {DTz-l~m}~EI is also equicontinuous. 
Therefore, there xists a subsequence fD-%++>i+ which is convergent 
in L”, and hence in Lz. Now consider the subsequence (lP2~~~~,~~~‘+. 
Again this is a uniformly bounded, equicontinuous sequence, andwe can 
extract a subsequence convergent i  L2. Continuing this process, we obtain 
a subsequence of the (u~}.~~~ which is convergent i  Vz[a, b] for all 
0 < j < n - 1. Thus, in particular, for&as in (1.7) 
I: H+ @,&d is compact, (1.13) 
where Iis the injection mapping of H into Wjog2. 
With& as in (1.7), it follows from (1.11) that 
cu, 4D> K/l 24 ii;*.2 for a11 u E H, (1.14) 
for some constant K > 0. Tlz~rs, from the Friedrichs extension theorem 
[IO, p. 3351, there exists a elf-adjoint p si ive definite transformation 
The domain LPn, of A is a linear subspace, d nse in H. Moreover, A-l exists 
and is a self-adjoint operator from Wjo%” -+ 2?ZiA , and, from (1.13), is compact 
when viewed as a transformation from kfi;j o.2 -+Wj@*z. Thus A has a discrete 
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spectrum (X,>yCI suchthat hj -+ 00 as j --f co, and the eigenfunct~ons (4nj:)‘~~L 
of A are orthonormal andcomplete in Wjoq2. Moreover, since 
the (&?=I are orthogonal in N with respect to (a, s)~. ‘The set (&~& is also 
complete in H, since if(vi ,1~)~ = 0 for all i, then (F~ fivjD = (ilpi : CV)~~,~ = 
hi(yi f M?)jO,e = 0.Since & f- 0 for aI1 i, then w = 0. 
Since A may not be defined onall of H, we want to show that 
(u, c)~ = (Al!“u, A1~n~)j,,2 , for aii 2, L’ EH= (1.l6.j 
Consider the transformation Aliz: LZ’A112 --f FW~“. Since A is self-adjoint, 
so is All” on 2:A1,2 = u E H7joJ i :Cj hj(zf, q2j)~o,n -C 03j3 9,i . But since 
it follows from the relation (u, ~j)D/hj = (u, t&j,,2 that AIfi has domain 
containing H. It then follows that 
Now define the operator JY by 
Then from the relation 
we have, for each II EC,“(a, b)and each eigenfunction g, of A corresponding 
to eigenvalue h, 
i.e., 
(cp, Au+ Cd&!U - hdtrzf>o,2 = 0 
which shows 16, Sec. 81 that X is an eigenvalue and50 a Czn(a, b)elgeu- 
function of 
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(1.18) thus has a discrete positive spectrum and a complete orthogonal 
system of eigenfunctions in H and W j~.~, which coincide with the spectrum 
and eigenfunctions of A. 
We are now prepared tostate a basic theorem concerning theexistence 
of A-splines. 
THEOREM 1. Let M = (pjyy!l beany set of linear jiinctionals, linearly 
independent a dcontinuous over H. If there xist eigenvalues 0 < A, d --. 
<A,.-,<C and A,=-*- = A,-, = C of (1.18), with C as in (1.7), let 
q+ ,..., qtdl be the corresponding ei enjiinctions. Then the nunitnization 
problem (1.12) has a solution for all 7 E En’ if U(O) is orthogonal in H to 
(5% T.'., 94-l }. In this case the solution isunique if and only if U(D) n span 
<VP T--*5 q~~-~) = {O}. In particular, if B(u, u) >, 0 for all uE H, then asolution 
of (1.12) always exists. Ifj, = 0 then Af = I in (1.18). 
Proof. The subspace U(O) is closed inH and of finite co-dimension. 
For a given P E En”, choose any element f. of U(F) (such an fO exists because 
of the linear independence of the (~&) and hold it fixed. The hyperplane 
(f,, - U: u E U(0)> is also closed, and of finite co-dimension. S lving (1.12) 
is equivalent to solving the following problem 
I+, s) = n-en) Wf, - 4”hl - u)* (1.19) 
Write the orthogonal decomposition of fO and u E U(0): 
fo =fi +f2 Sfa wherefly u1 f span <R ,..., w-l> 
u = u1+ 4 + u3 .fi , 4 E wan CT,, ,..., wl)
f 3, u3 E van CR ,...>. 
Then u1 G 0 by our assumption on M, and therefore 
ml - &fO - 4 = IlfO - u 11; - c ILLI - u l170,2 
= llfi !I2 - c ll”fI IT 
+ IIf?. - 212 II; - c IIf2 - u!? Ito, 
+ IIf3 - u3 11% - c IV3 - UP ll:o,z * 
But the terms on the first line of the decomposition are constant, andthe term 
on the second line is zero. Thus, to show (1.19) has asolution, we need merely 
show that here exists a minimum of the quantity 
IV3 - u3 ll”D - c Ilf3 - 213 II;& 
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over the set U&i) E (21,: there exists U$= xi:: aipi such that U? + Us E U(D))-. 
Let 
be the orthogonal complement of (vl ,..., IJQ-& in N. Let Pt be the projection 
of H onto Ht , i.e., 
Then P,U@) = U&l) and since the null space of Pt is a finite dimensional 
space it follows [4, Lemma 2.11 that U@) is closed and convex. More- 
over H, is also a Hilbert space under the norm /j .lit defined from 
!j .11: = /I .11% - C/I *i]f,ta . For: A, > C and 
Therefore, 
where C, is a positive constant. It is immediate, moreover, that 
Iifll”, 3 iIf - Wf%o,2 for all f~ Hi . 
Thus the norms j( .(jD and Ij *jlt are equivalent on Ht . Therefore, the set 
f3 - r/,(O) isa closed and convex subset of Ht under the norm /I rI/: ~ and 
the quantity 
possesses a unique minimum over U,(0), aswas to be shown. Thus (1.12) has a 
solution s for any r E E”. If s’ is any solution f(1.12), it follows from the 
above arguments that s - s’ E span (qr ,..-, ~~-~j. Moreover, p(s - s’) = (9 
for all p E M, and hence s - s’ E U(Ti) A span (q~, :..., T~-~). The spline s 
is therefore unique if U(0) n span (F~ ,...% qtPr) = (0). Conversely, if
u E U(0) n span (y,, ..., vtdlj, then s + u also satisfies (1.12). Hence, if .S is 
unique, u = 0 and U(G) n span {qt. ,..., vi-l) = (0). 
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If B(u, U) > 0 then clearly 
Hence all the eigenvalues of the operator A are greater than or equal to C 
and a solution of (1.12) always exists. 
Finally, thelast statement of he theorem follows from earlier r marks. 
COROLLARY 1. Zj’s E U(F) is a solution oJ’(1.12), then 
B(s, h) = 0 for all 11 EU(o). (1.20) 
Conversely, if(1.20) holds and U(O)l3 (IJ+ ,..., cp,-s, then ssolves (1.12). 
Proof. If B(s, 11) = 0 for all 12 EU(O), let s, be any other element ofV(F). 
Then, using only the bi-linearity nd s mmetry ofB(u, v), 
WI ,sd = B(s, ~3 + B(s, - s, a) 
= B(s, s) + 2B(s, s, - s) + B(s, - s, s1 - s). 
But, since s1 - s E U(O), then B(s, s1 - s) = 0, and by the assumption that 
WV 1 iy1 ,*-., F,-~}, B(s, - s, sI - s) > 0. Hence B(s, sl) > B(s, s) and 
s solves (1.12). 
Let s be any A-spline interpolating P with respect toM. Let h E U@. 
Then, since s + ~11 E U(F) for any E, 
B(s + Eh, s+ ~12) = B(s, s) + 2~B(s, lz) + l ~B(lz, 12) > B(s, s) for any E. 
Hence 
2~B(s, lz) + GB(h, h) > 0. (1.21) 
There are three cases, depending upon the sign of B(h, h). 
(a) If B(h, h) = 0, then (1.21) 3 B(s, h) = 0; 
(b) If B(h, 11) < 0, choose 
B(s, h)
E=B(h,; then (1.21) = 3B(sY ‘)” > 0 B(h, 11) 
and hence B(s, h) = 0; 
(c) If B(h, 11) > 0, choose 
B(s, 11) 
‘=-B(lz,; then (1.21) - - 
‘:$ ;ijz > 0 
3 
and again B(s, h) = 0. 
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As a partial converse of Theorem 1, we prove 
THEOREM 2. 1f U(8) n span (yl ,..., F ~-$ + (01, P&E 1~; ,..., ql-l> 
are the eigenjiimtions described in Theorem 1, thefr 120 sohrtio?z qf (1. Y-2) 
existsfor any i: EEm. 
Proof. Suppose U(0) n span (q+ ,..., yvel> 3 (Fj and suppose ii EU(F) 
solves (1.12). Then for any constant k, u+ kpj EU(!“), and 
B(u + kq, u + kq~) = B(u, u) -t 2kB(u, 9) i k”B(q~, y). 
But B(cp, v)= (( ~1 [IL - C jj g, ll~o,1 < 0.There are three cases to examine. 
(a) If B(u, q) = 0 then B(u + kq, II + kq) < B(u, $0 for any k f 0; 
(b) If B(u, y) < 0 take k > 0; then B(tc + ky, u + kp) < B(w, u); 
(c) If B(u, q) > 0 take k < 0; then B(u f kq, II + ky) < B(u, 3). 
Thus we arrive ata contradiction. 
DEFINITION 2. Given a differential operator Llsatisfying (1.2), and a 
set 34 of linear functionals, linearly independent a dcontinuous ver Hz 
we say that M generates a A-poised interpolation problem if there exists 
a solution of (1.12) for any i; EE”. Sp(.A, M) is defined tobe the set of a13 
functions s E H such that ssatisfies (1.12) for some F E E”. 
The following result is hen an easy consequence of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let {qiji:i beas in Theorem 1. M geizerates G A-poised 
problem if U(O)‘3 (yl ,,.., yrP1}. Sp(A, M) is then a finite-diezensionat subspace
ofH of ditnemiorz m + dim{U(a) n span(y, ,..., P&J. 
The result of Theorem 1does not give very practical conditions for existence 
and uniqueness of A-splines in some cases. We now show that existence and
uniqueness i  guaranteed provided M contains ‘“enough” point evaluations. 
We first prove the following easy estimates. L t a= s,, < xl < x, < ... 
< x,~ < x~+~ = b be a partition of the interval [ ,b], where& = xitl - xi, 
0 < i < AJ, and d = maxi hi . Then, for alIfE H, 
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and 
< 4 ; [D”-lf(x# d + 2(b - a) wl (I, d) /” a,(x)[D”f(x)]’ dx, 
i=l n a (1.23) 
where 
Djf(x) =
s 
5 Dj+lf(t) dt + D’f(.q), for x E [xi, xi+J, 1< i < N, 
5i 
and 
Djf(x) = - 
s 
xl Dj+f(t) dt + Dy(xl), for x E [a, x1]. 
0 
Thus, 
1 D:‘f(# < 2 [[j”,. D’+lf(t)dt]’ + [Djf(.q)]$ 1 < i < N, 
E 
and 
II Difllhz,,b~ d ;I j;; ~ 2 [[ j-1, D’+f(t) df]’ + [Djf(xJ]‘] dx.(1.24) 
Similarly, 
Hence,forO<j<n--2, 
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from which (1.22) follows. Forthe case j= R - 1, we have that 
for ati xE [x8 ,x&j7 0 < s’ < N. The result of(1.23) follows a above from 
(1.24)~(1.26). 
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We complete he proof only in the cases 0 < j < y1 - 2. From (1.8), (1.29), 
and (1.1 l), it follows that 
j-1 
11 UI]“, < B(U, U) + CCj 
1 
Lzo [D”U(X’)~ + 4(b - a) z [DjU(X~')]" 
i=l 
t+ d”‘(b - a,llu1~$ 0 <j <n - 2. 
3+1 
Thus, there exist constants Lj > 0 such that 
For all partitions n ’)uch that Lid(j) < K < 1, it follows that 
By the continuity of the functionals of M, and the definition of /I*IjD , it 
then follows immediately that he norms 11 *jJM and ]] .lJu are equivalent. 
This result follows similarly if j= y1 - 1, as a consequence of (1.30) and 
the fact that 
/I zlll; > 01 j: a,(t)[D”u(t)]” d . 
To show that (1.12) has a solution f rd(j) sufficiently sma l, wenote that 
minimizing B(u, U) over U(F) is equivalent to minimizing (1 IIiI& over U(r). 
But for d(j) sufficiently sma l, H is a Hilbert space under jl ./In,, and U(F) is 
a closed and convex subset ofH. Thus, (1.12) has a unique solution. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION 
In cases where M consists only of point evaluations, A- plines canbe 
completely characterized as piecewise solutions f AU = 0, satisfying certain 
generalized continuity conditions. The following definitions and results are 
extensions of those of [7] to A-splines. 
DEFINITION 3. We say that M = (&yLr generates an Hermite-Birkhoff 
(HB) interpolation problem ifto each p*i E A4 there corresponds a pair (xi ,jJ 
such that pLi f = Di~~(xJ, where a < xi < b and 0 < ji < 12 - 1. If for each 
EliEM, 
n-1 
pJ= c c@y(xi), 
j=O 
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where the aij are real and the vectors ai E (cY~,~ ,..., : +~j defining functionals 
associated with the same point are linearly independent, thenwe say tha: 
M generates an Extended Hermite-Birkhoff (EHB)interpolation problem. 
We remark that an (HB) problem is a special case of an (EHB) problem, 
Moreover, bydefinition, the linear functionals defining a  (EHB) problem 
are linearly independent, a das a consequence of (I-93, continnous ver N. 
Let A4 generate a A-poised (EWE) interpolation problem. We wish io 
state and prove atheorem characterizing Sp(A,M). The point x E Ia, 6; is 
said to be a knof of s E @(A, A4) if 
n-1 
E.LJ'= c Lk@z;f(xj 
i=l 
is in M for some choice of(oI~}~:~. 
We first how that ssatisfies As(x) E 0 in the intervals between the kuots 
a ,( x, < x2 < .-- c xk < b of s. Let g E Ccp(ui 5 xiiIj. Since 44 generates 
an (EHB) problem, then gE U(o). Hence, from (1.20), after integration by 
parts 
Since a,(x) > 0 for xE (a, bj it hen follows from well-known arguments [6] 
that As = 0 on (xi ,xi+&. 
Let x E (a, bj, sE S&4, M) and g E U(0) n C,@?‘x - c, x+ 4. Then from 
(1.20), we have that 
OZ Sz i aj(x) B's(x) Dg(x) dx + /l+' f aj(x] Ds(x) Dg(x) dx. 
B--E j=G j=G 
Defining 
n--i--l 
then, upon integration by parts we have that 
n -1 
0 = c D~g(x)[O,s], , 
i=G 
where [flz = f(x+j - f(x-). Th e same relation h lds at x = a or x = b? 
with [fla =f(a+j and [fib = --f(b-j provided the appropriate limits 
exist. 
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Let 01 = (oI&$~“‘-~, I < n be of rank 2and let Zbe an n x IZ nonsingular 
matrix obtained by augmenting 01. Let ~7 = (vii) bethe inverse of the adjoint 
of 8. Then we have the following easy lemma [cf. 71. 
LEMMA. Let 
and Ri zz 
Then 
12-l 
for all gE H and s E Sp(A, M). 
n-1 
= z rlisoj 3 O<idn--1. 
72-l 
c J&ddERislz 3 (2.5) 
i=O 
Suppose x E [a, b] is a knot of S. Then there are Z(x), 1 < I(x) < ~1, linear 
functionals in iI4 of the form 
n-1 
Mp+s = c "JX) Ds(x), 0 9 i d Z(x) - 1, CW 
j=O 
where the (a(x) = (o~~,~(x),..., ai,.~+l(~))~(o)-l are linearly independent. We 
denote as [R~)s]~ the quantity satisfying (2.5) with the Mi as in (2.6). 
We now state and prove acharacterization theorem for Asplines. 
THEOREM 4. Let M = {~ij$=~ generate a A-poised (EHB) interpolation 
problem. Let s E Sp(A, M) interpolate (rI ,..., rm)T with respect toM. Then 
(i) As(x) = 0, if xis not a knot, 
(ii) pFLis = ri , 1 < i < m, 
(iii) [Rj@s], = 0, I(x) <i <n- l,ifxisaknot, (2.7) 
(iv) [Oisla = 0, O<i<n--lifaisnotaknot, 
(4 [O&l = 0, O<i<n-lifbisnotaknot, 
provided the limits in(iv) and (v) exist and, if x = a or b, the limits in(iii). 
Conversely, ifsE H satisfies (2.7), then s is a (l-spline terpolating (EHB) 
data (rI ,..., rr,JT, provided (1.20) implies (1.12) has a solution. 
Proof. (2.7 (i), (ii)) have already been proven. (2.7 (iv), (v)) fol- 
low directly from (2.4). To prove (2.7 (iii)), assume xE (a, b), and ti 
j, Z(x) < j < n - 1. Choose E> 0 such that xis the only possible knot in 
(x - E, x+ e). There exists a function g ECGm(x - E, x+ e) satisfying 
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(g(x),..., g”-r(x))’ = (6)-l Ij, where Ii is the j-th column of the n x n unit 
matrix. Thus, by construction, Mji’g(Jc) = ~3,~  0 < i < n - I, and 
g E U(0). The result of(2.7) then follows from (2.4) and (2.5). The cases 
when a and/or b are knots are handled similarly. 
The converse follows from the fact that (2.7) implies that he orthogonal&y 
relation of (1.20) issatisfied. 
Since s E CPz-l[rz, b], we have for, x E [a, b] 
where 5is a lower triangular matrix with -&Z,(X) onthe diagonal. Since 
([Rf’s], )..., @!1&~= rl(r~,~lz! 9-.., [O,-,s],]‘, then the quations (2.7 (iii.) 
represent n - f(x) linearly independent relations among the {[&>~~-” at
the point x (except atx= a or x = E). 
COROLLARY 3. If s is a A-spline corresponding to 4zn (HB) iMerpohfioil 
problem, and the I-th derivative (0 < 1 < n - 1) evaluated atthe knot x ix 
not involred inthe (HE) data, then [O,s], = 0, where the limit is assumed to 
exist if x = a or 6. 
COROLLARY 4. Let s be a A-spline corresponding to an(HB) interpoiatior; 
problem, and suppose v denotes the order oJf the highest desivative sp c$ied 
at a klrot x E (a, b). TIlen [Ps]~ = 0 for 0 < j < 212 - 2 - Y. 
In the special c se A = (-1)GD2n, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 5. Lets be a A-spline with A = (- I)nD2n, interpolating (MB) 
data; andsuppose the I-th derivative 0 < I < n .- 1) is FIOT spec$ed at a knor x. 
Then [D+-?Y]~ = 0. 
3. ERROR ESTIMATES 
In this ection weshall obtain error estimates forthe approximation of 
smooth functions by A-splines. We first make some definitions. 
DEFINITION 4. JE Sp(A, M) is called an@(A, &Q-interpolate of fe N
if pm{ = pf, for all pE M. 
DEFINITION 5. Let M generate an(EHB) interpolation problem, and 
{xj> be the corresponding knots. The subset d consisting of all xE {PC,*> such 
that here exists p EM satisfying pf = J(X) is called the partition of [a, b] 
induced byM. If A is not empty, define d as the maximum length of the 
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subintervals into which [a, b] is decomposed bythe points ofA, and A as 
the minimum such length. Ifx E A, let i(x) be defined asthe maximum 
positive nteger such that here exists pLlc E M for which pkf = D’“f(x) for
each 0 < k < i(x) - 1, and define y(A) by 
THEOREM 5. Let f E H, let M generate a A-poised (EHB) interpolation 
problem, and assume y(A) >, n. If s is an Sp(A, M)-interpolate off,then 
B(f - s,f - s) is nonnegative ford suficiently small and there xist positive 
constants ci ,0 < j < n - 1, independent offand A, such that 
(1 D(f - ~)lj~m[~,~, < c5 [wl (+), nd]1’2 .(~)-1 [B(f - s, f - s)]l/“. 
(3.1) 
In addition, if the hJipotheses of Theorem 3are satisjied for the j, of (1.7) then 
,for d(jo) suficiently small, where 
w1(g, 6)= sup j s”‘” I&)I dt 1 . x,x+te[r.b] m 
O<lt[<6 
Proof. LetA={&,<51<... < &}, and s be any Sp(A, M) interpolate 
off. (s is not necessarily unique.) Since f - s E P-l[a, b], and y(A) > n, 
we can apply a generalized Rolle’s theorem, i.e., setting ~~“’ = Ei , 0 < i < N, 
there exist points A (j) = {<lj’}fj in [a, b] such that 
By(ly) - D5s(g5’) = 0, 0 < I < N5, O<j<n-1, (3.2) 
where N=N,bN,> ... > Nndl > 0, where the points of A(j) satisfy 
a < fl;i) < t:j) < mm- < f:: < b 
and 
f(5) < p5+1, < fl5) 
I 1 If1 for ail 0 < I 9 Nj and O<j<n--2. 
It follows immediately that (EgI - Ei5’ I < (j t I>4 I a - et’ I< (j +l)J, 
and 1 b - .$$ / < (j + 1)A for any 0 < j < n - 1. For each such j, let 
X~-E [a, b] be such that 
I D(f(Xj> - S(Xj)>l = II Wf - ~)llP , o<j<n-1. (3.3) 
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Since d’j’ = max,j [$ - fjj’ 1 < (j + 112, there is a point (2” such that 
/ xj - f:i’ j < (j + 1)d. From (3.2) and (3.31, therefore, 
For0 <j<n---2,then 
and we have that 
From (3.4) and the Schwarz inequality, 
Therefore, 
/I D”-‘(f - s)jl& < Wl($ ) “6) ’ f” a,(t)[D”[J(z) - s t ]l” dt. (3.6) 
‘,a 
But, from (1 .lO) and (1.1 l), there exists a positive constant K such that 
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we have from (3.5)-(3.7) that 
x w1 ($ ) 116) *1”. a,(t)[D’“[f - s]]” dt
For d sufficiently sma l, the coefficient of thesecond term on the right-hand 
side can be made less than l/2 for any j,, < 12 - 1 (since l/al, E Ll). Thus 
s ’ a,(t)[D”(f(t) - s(t))12 dt < 2KB(f - s,f - s) (3.8) I%
for all d sufficiently sma l. Equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) then give 
II w - m= 
< m (lZ ; l)! (q--l [wl (-& )nqlp [B(f - s, f- s)]l’2 
0 <j < 12 - 1 (3.9) 
for all d sufficiently sma l. 
To prove the second inequality n (3.1) we recall from the proof of 
Theorem 3that, ifduo) is sufficiently sma l, then the norm 
IlfllL = WA + 1 Mf>l”, forall fEH, (3.10) 
f&!4 
is a norm on H equivalent to the norm, /I *IID .Thus, since, 
the second inequality follows from the first. This completes heproof of the 
theorem. We now obtain L,-norm error estimates. 
THEOREM 6. Let fE H, and let M generate  A-poised (EHB) interpolation 
problem. Weassume that y(A) > n. Ifs ESp(A, M) interpolates,f, th n  for d
sufJiciently small, there existpositive constants cy), 0< j < n - 1, independent 
off and A, such that 
11 .@(f - s)/lL2 < cjl) [wl ($ , n~)]~” (@+-j-l12[B(f - s,f- s)]v. (3.12) 
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In addition, if the hypofheses of Theorem 3 are sati.@ed,for the j,,of (i-7) theft 
f^or iiijo) suficiently small and 
6 b a,(x)[P(f - s)(x)]” dx < cF)B(f - s,f - s) < c:) lifll”, . (3x2’) ‘a 
Proof. For any 0 <j d n - 1, we have from (3.2) that D(f - sj 
vanishes at[ij’ for 0 < I < Nj . Applying the Rayleigh-Ritz inequality 
we have that 
since f1$)I - [lj” < - , (j + 1)A. Summing both sides with respect to 1, we have 
that 
For j = n - 1, we cannot use the Rayleigh-Ritz inequality, since D”(f - s> 
is not necessarily in L2. However, 
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and, integrating, we gethat 
for each 0< k < iV,-, - 1. However, for each 0<.j < pz - 1, 
I 
,Aj) 
[Bj(f- s)(t)J2 dt < { @” - a j I[ D{f- s)l& ,a 
and using the fact that j&) - a ) ,< (j + l)& as well as (3.5) and (3.6), 
I [D(f - s)(t)l” dt 
< c;(~)~““%J~ (; , d) Jb a,(t)[P[f - ~](t)]~ dt, (3.17) 
n a 
with the similar inequality 
From (3.15)-(3.18), we thenhave that 
II D”-Yf - a? 
< cpl(dy I% [ fl ($ , qp 1s: a,(t)[D”[(f - s)(t)]2 dt]yn, (3.19) 
and using (3.8) and (3.11) the result of(3.12) follows for j= II - 1. The 
inequality (3.12) for 0<cj ,( M - 2 follows byinduction using (3.14), (3.17) 
and (3.18). Theresult of(3.12’) follows directly from (3.8) and (3.11). 
Suppose M generates a A-poised (EHB) interpolation problem. Let fbe 
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such that A~-E Lz[a, b](and also f E H), and let sbe an -Cp(A. M)-interpolarc 
ofJ Then, from Theorem 4, we have, upon integration by parts, that 
B(J - s, f - s) = j” (f - s)(x) . Af (x) dx f 
a 
y Dyf - s) Of(f - s,]l; 
i=o 
(3 20) 
whenever the limits [O,(f - s)]$ exist, 0 < i < IZ - 1; and 
M3 {/Cj : pjf s Dif(U)y o</<m--11) 
u (pj :pjf s Dyf(b): o<j<m-I). 
Then (3.20) becomes 
B(f - s,f- s) = j” [f - sj(x) . Af(x) dx, (3.21) 
a 
which is known in the literature as the second integral e ation. Higher order 
error estimates forpline interpolation in ge eral require the assumption of 
the second integral e ation. 
THEOREM 7. Let f E H, llf EL”, md let M generate a (i-poised @FIB) 
imterpolatkm problem. Weassume that y(A) 3 IT, and that he second Gztegral 
relation of (3.21) is atisfied. Ifs E Sp(A, M) interpolatesf, th n for dsuJEcierlt[~~ 
mail, there exist positive constants cy’, independent offand A, such that 
11 Dj(f - s)/JLm < $P)(#+-j-3/2 [loI(2, nJ]]/i .Af !ILz , 0 \<.j < zt - 1. 
(3.22) 
Proof. From (3.21) and the Schwarz inequality, 
B(f - 0 - s> G Iv-- s IL3 II 4llL.~ * 
But, from (3.12), 
B(J - 3,f - s) < cp) [IV, ($ ) na)y2 @))"-W[B(f - s, f - s)]li" 11Af!liP ~ 
Using this in (3.1) then gives the result of(3.22). 
THEOREM 8. Let f, M, s, arzd A satisfy the hjpotheses of Theorem 7
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Then, for d suficiently small, there exist positive constants cy), 0 < j < n - 1 
independent offand A, such that 
and if the hypotheses of Theorem 3are satisfiedfor the j,, of (1.7) then 
for a(jo) suficiently small where 11 .IjM is as dejined inTheorem 3. 
Proof. Follows Directly from (3.23), (3.12) and (1.27). 
Remarks. (1) We wish to discuss briefly howthe present paper extends 
the concept ofLg-spline as contained in [7] and [Xl. There, A was the differ- 
ential operator L*L, and a,(x) > 01 > 0 for all xE [a, b]. 
First, wepoint out that for any A, satisfying (1 .l) and (1.2), and any 
bilinear fo m B, satisfying (1.6) and the property that A is the associated 
Euler operator, theentire theory that we have developed for the special 
choice ofB in (1.3) carries over, with obvious modifications in thedefinition 
of the operators Oi in (2.3). In particular, if A is of the form L*L then the 
bilinear fo m 
B’(u, u) = j” [Lu(x)l’ dx 
n 
clearly has A as its Euler operator and, in addition, mayreadily be shown to 
satisfy (1.6) with B’ in place of B. Here, it is not necessary, even, that L be 
nonsingular. We require only that L*L satisfy (1.1) and (1.2). Now, since 
the form B’ is obviously nonnegative, Th orem 1implies the existence of 
the spline inthis case. If, in addition, L is nonsingular, the condition f r
uniqueness of the spline inTheorem 1reduces tothe familar condition 
Nt f-l U(0) = (O), 
where NL is the null space of L. This follows easily from the readily veri- 
fiable fact that (1.18) isequivalent, i  this case, to
(L*L + CI) l$J = xg, 
DLgj(a) = DLv(b) = 0, O<j<n--1, 
(3.25) 
which implies that Cis an eigenvalue of (3.25) with corresponding e genspace 
precisely NL . 
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It is, of course, ssential that forms more general than (1.3j beconsidered. 
In particular, if .A= -D” + 1, then A = L*I., with L = D + & and 
B’(u: 14) = j” [Lu(x)lp dx 
a 
=s b ?b ,.b (i [h(x)]” dx + 2 j a u(x) Du(x) dx + j a [u(x)l” dx. 
On the other hand, the form B, defined by(l.3>, yields inthis case: 
~(u, u) = j6 [DZ~($]” dx + s* It@)l” d>: 
0 a 
which is also nonnegative. Thefunctions minimizing the functionals 1% and B’ 
are not, in general, the same of course. 
The y-elliptic splines ofSchultz [I 1] are readily attainable y our methods. 
There it was assumed that A was nonsingular andcoercive over the class HG 
of functions in H whose derivatives through order IZ - 1 at a and b vanished, 
i.e., B defined a norm equivalent to he Sobolev norm on HO; splines satis- 
fying Hermite data were then defined, locally annihilated by A, where 
derivatives through order n - 1 were specified at a and b. Our own arguments 
show that such splines can be obtained, since in this case B is nonnegative, 
over H,; we simply minimize B over Ho , subject tothe I-Termite constraints 
corresponding to interior mesh points, with data decreased bythe values 
Dv(xJ, where p is the unique member of the null space of A satisfy‘ying 
the 2n endpoint conditions. S = ZI + 50, where u solves the minimization 
problem, isthe y-elliptic spline. 
(2) We shall now include anexample to illuminate th previous theory. 
For simplicity, we choose points 0 < x1 < a.’ < x,, < I and 0 < CJ < E. 
We consider the minimization problem 
in the space H = (a : jt x”[D%(x)]“dx = B(u, u) < m]-. B(u, u) is evidently 
nonnegative and by Theorem 1 a solution s exists which is unique if FYZ 3 ~1. 
Furthermore, s E CZn--2[0, l] n P((0, X) u (sl ,x2) a.. v (x,~ ,1)) and satisfies, 
on each of the subintervals (0,x,), (x, , Q,... (x?~ ,l), the diikentia! 
equation 
(- I)~D”(x”D”s(x)) = 0. (3.27) 
This implies that sis of the form 
s(,x) = qq~“-l--o + ~lX~n--‘7--o + . . . + ~,-lx”-c + p,-,(x), (3 28) 
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where P,-, is a polynomial of degree YE - 1, on each of the subintervals. 
Moreover, on(0, ~3 and (-u,, , I), sactually reduces toa polynomial of 
degree n - 1, i.e., the coefficients cq, ,..., E,-~ are zero for these intervals. 
This is not the case, however, ifcertain derivatives of orderj, 0 <:j < y1 - 1, 
are specified at 0 and 1. In this latter case, one can say that, ifthe j-th deriva- 
tive is not specified at O(l), then D+j-l(xuD~s)(x) approaches z ro as x tends 
to O(1). Inparticular, this implies that 0~~ = 0 in the representation on (0,x1). 
(3) If the linear equality constraints of Theorem 7 are exclusively 
of full Hermite type, i.e., derivatives of order through n - 1 are specified 
at each knot, then the xponent ofh in (3.22) can be improved byone-half 
unity (see, .g., Dailey [3]) provided Afis bounded. 
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